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Vaxxe Interactive Acquires Mindlin Consulting
Knoxville, TN May 20, 2019 -- Vaxxe Interactive Corporation has
announced the acquisition of Mindlin Consulting Group. The acquisition
of this company expands Vaxxe Interactive’s proven core platform of
Fourth Shift ERP services. Mindlin Consulting Group has been a trusted
leader in the Fourth Shift community for nearly 2 decades. Mindlin has
pioneered several innovations in data collection and workflow
optimization from start-ups to Fortune 500 companies. Mindlin
Consulting Group will begin operating under the Vaxxe Interactive
brand.
Vaxxe Interactive specializes in modern software solutions such as
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), custom business applications, and
mobile products and services in a wide variety of industries. Their
integrated applications and support framework provide clients
comprehensive solutions to business challenges through vertical
integration; i.e. the effective use of existing software platforms and new
product implementations to deliver operational excellence.
Mindlin Consulting has expertise in manufacturing across many
industries. Mindlin also established strengths in Fourth Shift consulting.
“This ties directly into our vision of providing the latest innovations in
workflow automation while preparing our customers with legacy
systems for the future” stated Mike Goodwin President/CEO Vaxxe
Interactive. “We are excited to demonstrate our commitment to the
Fourth Shift community and this dedication is observed in each and
every engagement”
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“Vaxxe Interactive acquiring Mindlin Consulting will not only provide
significant leverage in the ERP space but will also provide a more refined
focus on driving new innovations in process automation tools. This will
take our capabilities to the next level,” said Mindlin Consulting CEO Dan
Mindlin. “We [Vaxxe and Mindlin] have worked in a strategic partner
capacity for several years, our clients have enjoyed the strength of the
two firms working in concert to deliver optimal results”
About Mindlin Consulting
Mindlin Consulting is a group of skilled IT specialists, software
developers, and project managers with a common goal of delivering ROI
by bridging the gap between people and processes. Core competencies
are process improvements, workflow integration, and business
intelligence. Mindlin’s goal is to extend the life of legacy systems and
custom applications. We know that helping our clients find and
implement the best fit allows us to be the company of choice for their
next business challenge.
About Vaxxe Interactive
Vaxxe Interactive was established with the objective of building stronger
businesses in three areas of practice: Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP), leading-edge application development, and software products.
The company employs architectural and engineering experts to design
or redesign IT solutions to simplify business operations. Vaxxe helps
clients accomplish their business objectives through a total solution
approach; offering a full range of business automation services including
effective infrastructure, business resiliency, and strong business partner
relationships. Expert consultants with years of professional experience
offer consultancy, management, and support services. We employ
state-of-the-art technology to design timely, efficient, and cost
effective-solutions for our clients. VI allows businesses to compete
efficiently and to execute innovative ideas affordability.

